### COURSE CONSTRAINTS FOR PHARMACOLOGY

P = students in these modules have **Priority** access until July 20 at midnight. All students in these modules have equal priority access to the spaces in the course.

PT = students in these modules have **Priority** access until July 20 at midnight. All students in these modules have equal priority access to the spaces in the course. Be aware, however, that students will **PL+AP** and **AP** access will be able to register in any unfilled spaces in these courses as soon as the date changes to July 17 (i.e. at 12:00:01 a.m. on July 17)

PR = students in these modules have **Priority** access and spaces are **Reserved** specifically for them until July 21 at midnight. There should be enough spaces in the course for all students in these **PR** modules.

PL = students in these modules have **Priority** access but only to a **Limited number of spaces in this course until July 20 at midnight. There are not enough spaces for all students in each **PL** module and once the limited spaces for each **PL** module are filled, students will have to wait for the priority to lift and the reserved spaces to disappear on July 21 to access the remaining (if any) spaces in the course.

PL+AP = students in these modules have **Priority** access but only to a **Limited number of spaces in this course until July 16 at midnight. There are not enough spaces for all students in each **PL+AP** module and if the limited spaces for each **PL+AP** module are filled, students will have to wait for the date to change to July 17 (i.e. at 12:00:01 a.m. on July 17). On July 17, all unfilled spaces will become available to all students in each **PL+AP** module.

PL* = students in these modules have priority access beginning on July 17 (before the priority lift on July 21), i.e. students with **PL** access can register in unfilled spaces as soon as the date changes to July 17 (July 17 at 12:00:01 a.m.)

See the Reserved Spaces Chart for 4000-level courses at: [http://www.uwo.ca/bms/academic_resources/courses/access_to_courses.html](http://www.uwo.ca/bms/academic_resources/courses/access_to_courses.html)

**NOTES**

1. Pharmacology 2060B section 651 is only offered online and all BMSc students In Year 3 and 4 have priority access to a limited number of spaces. **Section 650 is restricted to Nursing students AND PERMISSION WILL NOT BE GRANTED FOR OTHER STUDENTS.**

2. Physiology and Pharmacology 3000E requires a "term average" of at least 75% in the previous year as part of the prerequisite (term average = average in all courses completed in previous year, not a mark of 75% in each course).

3. Pharmacology 3620 - all BMSc students in Year 3 and 4 have priority access. Pharmacology 3620 does not require Pharmacology 2060B as a prerequisite - students wanting to take both 2060B and 3620 should note that credit for 2060B will be lost if it is taken at the same time or after 3620. To hold credit for both courses, Pharmacology 2060B must be completed before Pharmacology 3620 is taken.
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